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Retirement plan sponsors tread lightly
with capital preservation
No matter which option they choose, they risk getting hit with lawsuits

May 29, 2018 @ 12:56 pm
By Robert Steyer
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In providing capital preservation options for investment menus,
some de�ned contribution plan executives have wound up in the
crosshairs of participants' lawsuits alleging �duciary breaches of the
Employee Retirement Income Security Act.

Some sponsors have been sued because they offered a money
market fund instead of a higher-return stable value fund. Sponsors
and providers have been sued for offering a stable value fund whose
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fees were too high. Or because
the funds were too conservative.
Or because the funds were too
aggressive.

"They can get sued no matter
what choice they make," said
Patrick DiCarlo, Atlanta-based
counsel for the law �rm Alston &
Bird, which represents sponsors

in ERISA cases. "The variations in plaintiffs' complaints are more so
than I have ever seen before."

Despite some settlements — such as the preliminary agreement this
month by Philips North America to pay $17 million — many
defendants have prevailed as federal district court judges and
appeals court judges have rejected plaintiffs' arguments.

For example, judges have rebuffed complaints that the CVS Health
Corp. stable value fund was too conservative and that Chevron Corp.
should have offered a stable value fund instead of a money market
fund.

Still, trade groups, ERISA attorneys and DC plan consultants urge
executives to be careful in their investment-menu planning to reduce
the risk of losing or settling Choosing a capital preservation option
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"requires a trade-off of risk vs. return," said Brian Netter, a
Washington-based partner for Mayer Brown LLP, which represents
sponsors in ERISA cases. "You must make reasoned, documented
decisions. Find the answer that is most suitable for your company."

Leaping to the defense

Amidst the �urry of ERISA
lawsuits, trade organizations
have leaped to the defense of
plan sponsor defendants by
�ling friend-of-the-court briefs.

"Judge them by their process —
not on hindsight," said Jan

Jacobson, senior counsel for retirement policy at the American
Bene�ts Council, who argued that plaintiffs' lawyers "cherry pick"
data in their ERISA complaints.

The council has �led several amicus briefs in capital preservation
cases including one in February in White et al. vs. Chevron Corp., now
before the federal appeals court in San Francisco. A federal district
judge in Oakland, Calif., twice dismissed the complaint, in 2016 and
2017, that alleged six ERISA violations, including the "imprudent"
strategy of offering a money market fund instead of a higher-return
stable value fund.
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The judge rejected the argument, noting ERISA requires plans to offer
"some type of low-risk capital preservation option" and doesn't
require executives to predict winners. The plaintiffs had failed to
provide information supporting allegations that Chevron o�cials
failed to consider the "advantages and disadvantages" of different
capital preservation strategies, the judge wrote.

The participants appealed. The
council and the U.S. Chamber of
Commerce �led a brief saying
plaintiffs were asking judges to
accept "second-guessing of a
�duciary's discretionary choice
among several options." ERISA
governs �duciaries "not for the
outcome of their decisions but
for the process by which those

decisions were made," they wrote.

The Chevron case illustrates that capital preservation complaints are
often components of multipronged ERISA lawsuits against sponsors.
Also, in Ramsey et al. vs. Philips North America LLC, for example, the
preliminary settlement document said 47% of the award was related
to the money market/stable value issue. Another 47% was attributed
to the allegation of high record-keeping and investment fees, and 6%
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was based on criticism of a diversi�ed real asset fund. Philips
admitted "no wrongdoing or liability with respect to any of the
allegations or claims," the document said.

Another key legal hurdle for defendants is whether a court certi�es a
complaint as a class action, thus adding thousands or tens of
thousands of plaintiffs to a complaint. "If the court denies the class,
it's not as economical [for a plaintiff's attorney] to pursue the case,"
said James P. McElligott Jr., counsel for McGuireWoods, which
represents defendants in ERISA cases. "Any time you have a large
number of participants, it's big numbers for class-action lawsuits."

Pressure on providers

Class-action status can put pressure on stable value providers, which
have defended a series of ERISA lawsuits targeting the style,
management and investment choices of their funds. In December
2017, eight months after a judge granted class-action status, J.P.
Morgan Chase & Co.agreed to settle a stable-value complaint for $75
million, ending nearly six years of litigation.

The case represented the consolidation of suits from participants in
nine 401(k) plans. They alleged that J.P. Morgan violated its ERISA
duties of prudence by including highly leveraged and risky underlying
investments in its stable value fund. The company admitted no
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wrongdoing and added the settlement was made to "avoid the
ongoing cost of litigation."

Although J.P. Morgan settled, other stable value providers have
prevailed recently, including Fidelity Management Trust, Voya
Retirement Insurance & Annuity Co. and Galliard Capital
Management, which was a co-defendant in the CVS Health Corp.
case.

Litigation isn't driving clients' capital preservation decisions, DC
consultants said.

Sponsors cannot prevent being sued, but they can practice good
governance such as monitoring fees and conducting benchmark
studies, said Robyn Credico, de�ned contribution consulting leader
for Willis Towers Watson. "Just show good process and hope the
suit will be dismissed."

ERISA lawsuits attacking the offering of money market funds instead
of stable value funds allege the latter produce higher returns than the
former, especially in recent years of low interest rates. However, DC
consultants said stable value might not be appropriate or desirable
for some plans.

Stable value is harder to explain to participants, more di�cult to
administer than money market funds and might have multiple
restrictions imposed by the provider and, especially, the wrap
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provider, which offers insurance to maintain book value for investors
in the underlying bonds.

Wrap contracts can restrict a plan's offering so-called competing
investments such as money market funds and short-term bond
funds. Wrap providers can impose penalties and restrictions based
on employer-generated events, which can be a merger, a spinoff,
bankruptcy, a re-enrollment or the adding of a self-directed brokerage
account depending on the contract.

"You need to know what you are buying and what are the provisions
of the contract," said Preet Prashar, associate director for Pavilion
Advisory Group. "Chasing yields is not the highest priority. You must
know the risks before making an informed choice."

Questions to ask

Among the questions executives should ask, he said, are:

• Is the stable value investment portable if a participant moves to
another DC plan?

• What happens if the sponsor decides to terminate the investment?

• What events can trigger penalties?

"Make sure you pick a strategy that you are comfortable with and
that's appropriate for your participants," said Benjamin Taylor, a
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What do you think?
View comments

senior vice president at Callan. They may select money market funds
due to their ease of use, participants' familiarity with the option,
simplicity and conservatism. But sponsors must document why this
was the best choice, he said.

His clients who offer stable funds are comfortable with their
strategies. "I haven't seen sponsors express concern as long as their
process is prudently diligent," Mr. Taylor added.

(More: What a court decision teaches 401(k) advisers about
choosing stable-value funds) 

Robert Steyer is a reporter at InvestmentNews' sister publication
Pensions&Investments.
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Hurry up and kill the DOL �duciary rule already, insurance groups tell
5th Circuit
ACLI, NAIFA say delay in issuing mandate causing 'palpable uncertainty' for industry.

Regulators gunning for brokers and advisers who sold $1.2 billion
Ponzi
Finra and at least one state agency have taken disciplinary action against two brokers and an adviser involved in the
Woodbridge real estate scheme.

2034 is a pivotal year for Social Security
Although the trust fund depletion date remains unchanged, 2034 is when surplus funds will run out if Congress doesn't act.

Medicare trust fund will be exhausted in 2026, three years earlier
than expected
New depletion date is blamed on lower payroll taxes, less revenue from taxing Social Security benefits and higher-than-
expected spending.

Is William Galvin on his way out in Massachusetts?
Massachusetts' Secretary of the Commonwealth failed to win the Democratic Party's endorsement, leaving him to face a
primary challenge in September
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